AnthroGroup Meeting

10/26/06

New Business

1. Treasurer’s Report
   A. We have a balance around $1000.00
      - will still have dues to collect
      - we will have to apply for funding to support our journal

2. Brennan updated the Habitat for Humanity situation
   - we will not have a work day this semester
     Lincoln/Lancaster had no openings

3. Amy suggested scheduling AnthroGroup Conference for the spring
   - we tentatively moved forward with Friday, April 13th
   - A suggestion was forwarded about offering submissions to other area institutions

4. Bowling scheduled for November 17th at Sun Valley Bowling – to be confirmed with faculty members

5. Amy suggested
   - a lecture from Kenny French (Fantastic Geographer) for the next meeting
   - we will continue to pursue this

6. November 16, there will be a presentation by several MPA students in partial fulfillment of their internship requirements – check with Brennan Dolan for more information

7. On November 30th we will have a CV workshop
   - we will invite faculty

8. Cynthia suggested –
   - A faculty lecture on research associated issues, to highlight and share experiences

9. Bill
   - Presentation on Fields of Conflict Conference
     - Highlighting the field trips to conference took
     - comparison of national heritage site